Introduction. The main results of this paper were announced in [4] . A weaker form of the results in § §1 and 2 appeared in the author's thesis^) [5], the research for which was supported by the National Science Foundation.
for /ä0. In this case a useful example of a stopping time is FG = inf {r>0 : Xt e G}, when G is open (we will take the infimum of an empty set of real numbers to be +oo). The lifetime o of a process X is defined to be <r=inf {/>0 : A¡=A}, and is easily seen to be also a stopping time.
A real-valued process X=(Xt, J2;) is a martingale (super-martingale, submartingale) if £[|A,|]<oo and E[Xt+s\&\] = Xt (respectively ^, ^) for all t, s^O (£[•] denotes the expectation (integral) with respect to P, and £[• | &\] the conditional expectation with respect to the a-field J*j). A process is called a local martingale, etc., if there is a sequence (Tn) of a.s. finite stopping times increasing to oo a.s., such that for each « the process stopped at Tn (the process Â* with paths Xt= XtATn) is a martingale, etc. For details on the general theory of processes, and particularly on martingales and stopping times, the reader is referred to Meyer [12] . The main result we need is the following, the proof of which is a routine use of the results in Chapter VI of Meyer.
Theorem 0.1. If X is a continuous, positive, local submartingale, then X has a (Meyer) decomposition X= M{X} + A{X}, where A=A{X} isa continuous increasing process equal to 0 at t = 0, and M is a continuous local martingale.
A process X is called a Markov process if E[IB o A^ » 0S | J^] = E[IB ° Xt ° 0S | Xs]
a.s. for all Be 38 and s, t ^ 0. It is called a strong Markov process if j can be replaced by any stopping time S.
We will call an increasing family of stopping times (rt) for the family ffi) a random time change, and write T=(&¡, rt). Corresponding to each increasing process A = (At, ^¡) there is a random time change F=(J2¡, t¡), where rt = inf{u : Au > t}.
We write T= A ~x in this case. Given a process X= (Xt, J^), a random time change T=(&¡, T[) is called X-continuous if the function /->-Xt is a.s. constant on all intervals [t,_, tJ, and on [0, t0] . In this event the process FA'=(At(, ^t) will be continuous if A was continuous. For details and further references see the paper by Dambis [3] , 1 . The exit characteristics. Throughout this section we will assume given a process described by a measure P on path space, called the P-process, and a family of strong Markov processes described by measures Px (x e E) on the same space, such that x ~> PX(A) is J'-measurable for AeSF, and Px [X0=x] = 1. For such a process, which we shall refer to as the P'-process, the strong Markov property can be expressed as follows. For Be Sa, S and T stopping times,
We write p for the initial distribution of the P-process. We say that the P-process has the same exit characteristics as the P'-process if the following conditions (HI and H2) hold for any T=Töc, where G is open with compact closure G in F(GC=E\G), stopping time R, and Be38.
HI
The main result of this section will be that under mild conditions on the P'-process, this determines the P-process. We first extend properties HI and H2 to more general stopping times, under the following hypothesis on the P'-process.
Fl. For each x e E there is a neighborhood Gx with compact closure such that Ey[Tccx] = Mx <co for every y e Gx (such sets are called exit sets in [2] ).
This condition is satisfied, for instance, by any Feller process (cf. Dynkin [8, p. 139]).
Cover E with a countable, locally finite collection of these exit sets, say (G()isZ+ . Let N(x) = min {n : x e Gn}, and define T=TNiXo) = T^(liQ). Let Oi = Gi\U<¡ G¡; the collection (0¡)iez+ then forms a Borel partition of F (note that 0{ = {x : N(x) = i}). Lemma 1.1. Let fie C (the continuous bounded junctions on E extended to equal 0 at A), £>0, and S=inf{t>0 : |/° Xt-f ° X0\> e}. The stopping time S AT (T defined above) then satisfies HI and H2.
Proof. FetAnk = {k2-n-¿f<(k+l)2'n},A'nk = {f>(k+l)2-n + e}\J{f<k2-n-e}. Observe that £x« [T] is bounded for Xn e Aj; so that as n / co, the dominated convergence theorem will apply. It is easily checked that S(n) \ 5 A T, so we have E[(S hT)°8R; AJ = E[ÈX*[S A T]; AJ.
Summing over /' establishes that HI holds for Sa T. The proof for H2 is similar, relying on the right continuity of t ->/ ° Xt.
Given F,/ e, Sas in Lemma 1.1, we define So=0, Sx = SaT, Sn + 1 = Sn + Sx °0S"-Clearly 5B increases to a stopping time bounded by T as n / oo. Since / ° XSn then must converge as n ->oo, we see that S,, = F from some « on, as otherwise we would have for all « I/» *«."-/• JT«.| = |/oA-Sl-/°^o| o9Sn^e>0, a contradiction. We make use of this observation in the following lemma. Proof. We first assume fe C, and then obtain the general case by standard approximation arguments. Let e>0, and define the sequence of stopping times (Sn) as above. So far, the only restriction we have made on the P'-process is that it satisfy Fl, and the only restriction on the P-process is that it have the same exit characteristics as the P'-process. We can now establish our main result, which is that under these conditions the P-process behaves like the P--process up to time F. Theorem 1.5. If T is defined as above, if the P'-process satisfies Fl, and if the P-process has the same exit characteristics as the P'-process, then P[A n{T> t}] = P"[A n{T> t}] for A e &¡, t ^ 0. By induction (**) holds for all values of A (n was arbitrary), and since functions of the form/ ° Xti-■ -fik ° XtJE ° Xt (0 g tx < ■ ■ ■ < tk g t) generate any ^-measurable function, we are done.
In this paper we are concerned only with minimal processes, and the question is to what extent does Theorem 1.5 enable us to characterize such processes. In the case where E is compact and itself an exit set, Theorem 1.5 does the job itself, since then T=o. A completely general answer is not known, but if the P'-process satisfies condition F2 below, and if E is not compact, we can establish the desired characterization in terms of exit characteristics.
F2. For each x e E, there is a sequence of exit sets (G(x)) as in Fl, such that Gxl) / F as n / co (i.e., the complements shrink down to {A}).
This condition, though more restrictive than Fl, is still satisfied by a wide class of processes, as the following argument shows. Proposition 1.6. // (P() is the semigroup of a Markov process described by measures Px(x e E), and satisfies (i) Pt : C00 -► C (C00 ö the space of continuous functions on E with compact support);
(ii) For any compact K<=E, PX[TK<¡ < oo] > 0 for all xe E; then the function x -*■ EX[TK<:] is bounded for any compact K<^E.
Proof. We show first that for every xe K there is a neighborhood Nx of x, and numbers tx > 0, ex >0, such that ex <Py[Xtx e Kc] ^Py[TK<: ^ tx] for all y e Nx.
To see this, take K' compact in E such that K is contained in the interior of K'. Theorem 1.7. We consider only minimal processes, and E is assumed to be noncompact. If the P'-process satisfies F2, and if the P-process has the same exit A, Ai characteristics as the P'-process, then P = Pß.
Proof. Define Tn going with (G£°), xe E, just as we defined T. Let S=lim" Tn. It is clear that XTjt -^-Aasn/ co for both the P-and P'-processes, and from their minimal nature it follows that S=o a.s. for both P and P'. From Theorem 1.5 we have P=P" for sets in &¡ n {Tn > t} for all n. Letting n / co, we then have P=P" on 3\, for all /, and hence P=PU, as measures on !F. \ Corollary 1.8. If the P-process has the same exit characteristics as the P'-process, which we assume satisfies F2 and is nonterminating (0 = 00 P'-a.s.), then P=Pli.
Proof. The only point to check is that the sequence Tn / 00 for the P-process, which is immediate from Lemma In §4 we will point out some possible extensions to nonminimal processes.
2. The continuous path case; Levy's theorem. In the case where the processes considered in §1 can be taken to have continuous paths, i.e., when P and Px (x e E) can be taken as supported by the space of continuous paths, we can weaken the requirements for having the same exit characteristics, as follows. Let X= (Xt, J^) be a process with values in Rn such that (h ° Xt, ^t) is a continuous local martingale for every spherical harmonic polynomial h (i.e., h is homogeneous and Ah=0), and such that ((l¡n)\Xt\2 -t, J*¡) is also a continuous local martingale. Then X is a Brownian motion in Rn.
Remark. We will call a process Ain Rn with h ° A"a continuous local martingale, for all spherical harmonic polynomials h in Rn, a continuous local martingale in Ä".
Proof. It is a well-known fact in Lie group theory that the class H of finite linear combinations of spherical harmonics in Rn is such that its restriction to the surface of any sphere about the origin is uniformly dense in the continuous functions there.
It follows immediately from the fact that any harmonic polynomial can be written as the sum of a finite number of homogeneous harmonic polynomials that the result also holds for spheres about any point.
We write Br for the closed ball of radius r about O in Ä" (it will be clear that the result is independent of the choice of center). We take a representation of X on continuous path space with measure P. Fix the spherical harmonic h for the moment, and suppose that Sn / oo is a sequence of a.s. finite stopping times such that (h o XSn At, &~t) is a continuous martingale for all n > 0. We can clearly assume that (ß~t) is a right continuous family of <r-fields, without loss of generality. We apply Doob's optional sampling theorem (cf. Meyer In other words, we have established H2 for TB*. Now we apply optional sampling to the local martingale (n~1\Xt\2 -t,ßrt). As before, letting Sm / oo be an a.s. finite sequence of stopping times such that OrS^AíJ2-' a sm,#¡) the last equality following from the fact that n~1\Xt\2 -t is a martingale for Brownian motion in Rn, which also implies that Brownian motion is nonterminating. Thus HI also holds for TBç, and since it is easy to verify that F2 is satisfied by Brownian motion, we can apply Corollary 1.8 to obtain the desired result. | 3. A characterization of continuous local martingales in Rn. In this section we will use Theorem 2.2 to establish a characterization of all continuous local martingales in Rn. The method is adapted from that used by Dambis [3] for continuous martingales on the line. We sketch several concepts from that paper, to which the reader is referred for details and further references.
Let A"=(A¡, @t) be a continuous process in Rn. Then \ = t + sup0¿sst\Xs -X0\ defines a continuous, strictly increasing process A = (At, @t), and 0 = A-1 = (^9f, 9t) is called the brake of X. It is easy to check that 0 is a continuous random time change, so that 0A"=(A"8(, ^9()is a continuous process with |Ao( -A'0| ^r. It follows routinely from Doob's optional sampling theorem that if A1 is a local martingale, then X will be one also. The following lemma is the key to our result. and Y=(Xt,@t) where ^p^ti-We observe that T=®~1AS is a continuous random time change, and so we are done. Corollary 3.4. If X in addition satisfies the conditions (i) X is a.s. not constant on any time interval, and (ii) limsupi^oo ^1=00 a.s., then there is a continuous random time change R such that RX is a Brownian motion (i.e., T is invertible in a strong sense).
Proof. Using the notation of the above proof, condition (i) insures that A{\ X'\2} is a strictly increasing process, and (ii) that t = Acc =oo. Thus A'1 is a continuous random time change, and Z= A"' is a Brownian motion. | Corollary 3.5. Any continuous local martingale in Rn has the property that on any interval it is a.s. either constant or of unbounded variation.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.3, using Theorem 2.3 of Chapter 8 of Doob [6] . | 4. Remarks and extensions. The results in §1 are for minimal processes, i.e., for processes which are killed upon their first explosion. In order to obtain a similar characterization for nonminimal processes, one clearly must put some conditions on the return distributions. This seems to bring in, of necessity, some sort of boundary theory. A conjecture is that for processes satisfying F2, a suitable extra condition would be as follows, where Sa, for a an ordinal, is the time of the ccth explosion (S^sup,, Tn, with Tn coming from F2, Sa+x = Sa+Sx <> Sa, and if ß is a limit ordinal, Se = supa<e Sa).
H3. E[IB o XSa o 8R | .PR]=ÊX*[IB o
XSa] P-a.s., for fief, R an arbitrary stopping time.
In a future paper we will investigate the case of countable (discrete) state space processes, where the theory of the Martin boundary is well-developed and yields useful tools.
The characterization in §2 of Brownian motion can be extended to more general diffusions in Rn. One immediate result is the following. To show the existence of an appropriate u in case b is a polynomial in Rn, we make use of the fact that b can be written as a finite linear combination h0 + r2hx+---+r2khk, where hx is homogeneous harmonic, and observing that for such an h, A(r2mh) = ch, where c depends on m and the order and degree of homogeneity of h, as well as on the dimension n of the space. It is then routine to solve %Au = b, and a straightforward computation verifies that u o X-t is indeed a martingale, where X=TY is the time change of Brownian motion with density b. Another obvious direction in which to seek further results is the following. We have so far considered only diffusions with Brownian hitting distributions (i.e., what we have called continuous local martingales in Rn). In the one-dimensional case (Arbib's and Dambis' work) this is all there are, but in higher dimensions it is known (see Ito-McKean [9] ) that there are others. Here more complicated elliptic partial differential operators than A play the role of extended generator, and a natural class of functions to examine is the kernel of one of these operators, or some suitable dense subset thereof. Now if A'was a continuous process with/ o X a martingale for all functions / in this class, it should be possible to show that X was a time change of some canonical process with the given generator. If in addition one also had u ° X-t a martingale for a suitable u, it should be possible to characterize X exactly. This problem is currently under investigation.
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